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Abstract 
Seese, D., The structure of the models of decidable monadic theories of graphs, Annals of 
Pure and Applied Logic 53 (1991) 169-195. 
In this article the structure of the models of decidable (weak) monadic theories of planar 
graphs is investigated. It is shown that if the (weak) monadic theory of a class K of planar 
graphs is decidable, then the tree-width in the sense of Robertson and Seymour (1984) of the 
elements of K is universally bounded and there is a class T of trees such that the (weak) 
monadic theory of K is interpretable in the (weak) monadic theory of T. 
0. Introduction 
The present article is an attempt to get some insight into the structure of 
models of decidable monadic theories. 
For each decidable theory there is a fixed algorithm deciding in a mechanical 
way whether an arbitrarily given sentence in the corresponding language is true 
for all models of the theory. 
Hence as a rule of thumb one can say that if there are interesting open 
conjectures or problems formalizable in the language of the theory, then the 
theory is probably undecidable. Unfortunately this is no helpful means to settle 
some open problems in decidability theory. 
But if one regards decidable theories, then from a structural point of view their 
models are simple. In many cases it is just this simplicity which is used in the 
proof of the decidability of the corresponding theory. If one regards moreover the 
expressive power of the regarded logic, then one expects naturally that the higher 
the expressive power of a logic is the simpler the structure of the models of 
decidable theories in this logic should be. This suggests the question: What can be 
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said about the trade off between the expressive power of a logic and the simplicity 
of the structure of the models of its decidable theories? A general answer to this 
imprecise question seems to be impossible at the moment. But if the attention is 
restricted to very strong logics, as for instance the monadic or weak monadic 
second-order logic, then the question makes sense already now. 
The (weak) monadic second-order logic is the fragment of the full second-order 
logic, which allows quantification over elements and (finite) monadic predicates 
only. A profound introduction into the contemporary world of monadic second- 
order theories can be found in [18]. The large expressive power of the monadic 
(second-order) logic makes results concerning decidable monadic second-order 
theories interesting. 
But unfortunately (or fortunately with respect to the above question) the 
investigation of monadic theories with respect to decidability yields undecidability 
in very many cases (see e.g. [14, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 55, 56, 59, 63, 661). The most 
powerful positive result is Rabin& proof [38] (see also [19]) that S2S, the 
monadic theory of two successor functions is decidable. A large variety of 
theories was proved to be decidable via interpretability into S2S (see e.g. [2, 18, 
32,37, 38,55,57,59, 60,66, 741). The main result of this article indicates that the 
decidability of S2S could be the ultimate result concerning decidable monadic 
theories of graphs. As a first step one can restrict the attention to relational 
structures, since most other theories and in any case those which are interesting 
from an algebraic point of view can be proved to be undecidable via a result of 
Garfunkel and Schmerl [14] ( see also [59] for a simple extension of this result), 
which implies that if a class of structures contains a structure with an infinite 
cancellative groupoid as substructure, then its (weak) monadic theory is unde- 
cidable. Hence (weak) monadic theories having an infinite field or group as a 
substructure of a model are undecidable. Moreover the undecidability holds also 
if for each n there is a cancellative groupoid of cardinality larger than it which is a 
substructure of a model of the (weak) monadic theory (see [59]). But even 
relational structures are too complex to answer the above question in general. 
This is suggested by the ingenious results of Gurevich and Shelah [15-18, 20-21, 
661 concerning monadic theories of orderings and well-orderings. But a promising 
approach for partially ordered sets can be found in [53-551. 
However, if one restricts the attention to binary symmetric relations, i.e. to 
graphs, then the situation changes drastically and an answer seems to be possible. 
A first step for planar graphs is given in this article by showing that if the (weak) 
monadic theory of a class of planar graphs is decidable, then its models are almost 
trees up to a certain parameter which will be defined later. A corollary of this 
result is that for each class K of planar graphs, whose (weak) monadic theory is 
decidable, there is a class T of trees such that the (weak) monadic theory of K is 
interpretable in the (weak) monadic theory of T. 
The article is organized as follows. In the first section some basic notions and 
results concerning the tree-width of graphs are introduced. The second section is 
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devoted to a criterion of the undecidability of (weak) monadic theories of graphs. 
As a consequence of this criterion the characterization of the structure of the 
models of decidable (weak) monadic theories of planar graphs is proved. 
Concluding remarks and open problems are given in the last section. 
1. Minors and the tree-width of graphs 
In this paper relational structures (A, R), with a non-empty set A of vertices 
and a binary symmetric relation R on A, are denoted as graphs. If the relation is 
moreover irreflexive, then these structures correspond in a natural unique way to 
the usual simple graphs. For a graph G = (A, R) denote by V(G) the set A of its 
vertices. The set of its edges E(G) is defined to be 
{{a, b}: a, b E V(G) and (a, 6) E R}. 
With this notation one has a natural correspondence between the regarded 
relational structures and usual graphs. Notions from graph theory which are not 
introduced in the following can be found in any classical textbook on graph 
theory, e.g. [27]. If an edge e of G joins the vertices a and b (i.e. e = {a, b}), 
then these vertices are said to be adjacent. In this case, one says also that e is 
incident to a and b. Two edges which are incident to the same vertex will be 
called adjacent edges. 
The valency of a vertex a in a graph G is the number of edges incident to a. It 
is denoted by p(u) (or by pc(u) if there is any possibility of confusion). The 
maximum valency in G will be denoted by p_(G), or simply omax. 
A graph H = (V(H), E(H)) is called a subgraph of a graph G = (V(G), E(G)) 
if V(H) E V(G) and E(H) E E(G). H is a subgraph induced by a set W E V(G), 
if V(H) = W and E(H) is the set of all those edges from E(G) which join vertices 
from W only; in this case H is sometimes also denoted as G 1 W. If e = {a, b} is 
an edge of G, then one can obtain a new graph by replacing e by two edges {a, c} 
and {c, b}, where c is a new vertex. This operation is called inserting a vertex 
into an edge (see Fig. 1). 
Two graphs are called homeomorphic if they can be obtained from the same 
graph by inserting vertices into its edges. 
If G is a graph and e = {a, b} an edge of G, then a new graph H results by 
identifying a and b in such a way, that the resulting vertex is incident to all those 




edges which would result in this way are substituted by a single representative 
(see Fig. 2). This operation is called contracting the edge e. If a graph H can be 
obtained from G by a succession of such edge contractions, then G is contractible 
to H. 
A sequence of edges of the form {a,,, al}, {al, az}, . . . , {a,_,, a,} (sometimes 
abbreviated by a,,, a,, . . . , a,) is called a path of length r from a, to a, if all 
vertices ui (0 1 z < ’s r) are different from each other. a, is called the initial vertex of 
the path and a, is called the terminal vertex. If in a,, ur, . . . , a, all vertices uj 
(0 < i < r) are different from each other and a, = uo, then it is called a closed path 
or a cycle. A cycle of length 3 is called a triangle. A tree is a connected graph 
which does not contain a cycle as subgraph. If a and b are vertices in G, the 
length of any shortest path from a to b is called the distance between a and b in 
G, denoted by &(a, b) (or by d(u, b) if there is no possibility of confusion). H is 
called a minor of G if there is a subgraph of G which is contractible to H (see 
[40,42,75]). 
For natural numbers n 2 2 and m 2 0 define the n x n grid Q,, and the graph 
Q n,m as follows: 
V(Q,J:= {(i, j): 0 <i<n and OSj<n}, 
E(Q,) = {{(i, j), (i’, j’)}: Ii - i’l + lj -j’l = 1 and 0 c i, i’, j, j’ <n}, 
V(Q,,,):= {(i, i): 0 s i c (m + l)(n - 1) and 0 ~j < (m + l)(n - l)}, 
E(Q&:= {{(i, j), (i’, j’)}: Osi, i’, j, j’ s (m + l)(n - l), 
Ii - i’l + lj - j’l = 1 and ((i = 0 mod(m + 1) and i = i’) 
or (j = 0 mod(m + 1) and j = j’))}. 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show Q7 and Q4,* respectively. 
It is easy to verify the following fact by an induction on the size of the regarded 
graphs. 
Fact 1 (see [40,75]). If H is planar, then there is a natural number n such that H 
k isomorphic to a minor of Q,. 
There is a famous structure theory for graphs avoiding a given fixed graph as a 
minor, which was developed by Robertson and Seymour in their fundamental 
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series of papers concerning graph minors (see [40-471). This structure theory has 
many applications in combinatorics, complexity theory and logic (see, e.g. [31, 
39, 41, 49, 621). H ere the following part of it will be used. 
Definition. A tree-decomposition of a graph G is a pair (T, X), where T is a tree 
and X = (Xt : t E V(T)) is a family of subsets of V(G), with the following 
properties: 
(i) lJ (XI : t E V(T)) = V(G), 
(ii) for every edge e of G there exists t E V(T) such that e has both ends in X,, 
(iii) for t, t’, t”c V(T); if t’ is on a path of T between t and t”, then 
x, t-l x,. E x,.. 
The width of the tree-decomposition is max(]X,] - 1: t E V(T)). The graph G 
has tree-width m if m is minimum such that G has a tree-decomposition of width 
m. 
In [41] Robertson and Seymour give the following examples: Trees and forests 
have tree-width 1 (or 0 in degenerate cases) and series-parallel graphs have 
tree-width ~2. For n 2 1 the complete graph K,, has tree-width it - 1 and Q, has 
tree-width n. 
Robertson and Seymour (see [42,44]) proved the following result: 
Theorem 1 (Robertson and Seymour [44]). For every finite planar graph H there 
is a number nH such that every finite graph G with no minor isomorphic to H has 
tree-width snH. 
A very simple subcase of this result was shown in [60] where in a different 
terminology it was proved that a planar graph with pmax < 3, which has no minor 
isomorphic to Q3, can be generated by very simple operations. There was also 
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conjectured a similar results for planar graphs with no minor isomorphic to Q, 
(for n 2 3). 
This results holds also for infinite’ graphs G. 
Theorem 2 (Thomas [70,73]). F or every finite planar graph H there is a natural 
number nH such that every (possibly infinite) graph G with no minor isomorphic 
to H has tree-width CnH. 
Theorem 2 was proved by Thomas using the following compactness result. 
Theorem 3 (Thomas [70]). For an arbitrary graph G the following equation 
holds: 
tree-width(G) = sup(tree-width(G’): G’ is a finite subgraph of G). 
A very short proof of this result was found by Thomassen [73]. It is interesting 
to note that Theorem 2 and a special case of Theorem 3 can be deduced from the 
usual Compactness-theorem of mathematical ogic via a structure result concern- 
ing pseudo-tree decompositions which are an extension of the usual tree- 
decompositions (see [64]). 
2. A criterion for undecidahility 
To formulate the criterion the following notions are needed. Let Gi and G2 be 
graphs and let a E V(G,) and {b, c} E E(G,) be given. Moreover, assume that the 
contraction of the edge {b, c} in G2 gives G, in such a way that the vertex 
resulting by the identification of b with c is a. Then it is said that G, results from 
Gi by splitting the vertex a. Such a splitting is called a regular splitting if the 
valencies of b and of c in Gz are 23. Now induce the same notation also for 
graphs GT = (G,, PI, . . . , e), Gz = (G2, PI, . . . , P;) extended by subsets of 
vertices. G: results from Gy by splitting the vertex a if 
G2 results from G1 by splitting the vertex a and 
for each i with 1 c i s 1 it holds: 
aePiifandonlyifbePiandcEP,!, 
and for all d E V(G,) \ {a} it holds: 
dEPifandonlyifdEP:. 
1 Theorem 2 was announced independently for countable graphs in [61,62]. But the proof of this 
result in [62] is wrong, what was pointed out by Thomas [71]. A correction can be found in [64]. 
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For each natural number n 2 2 define that a graph G is of type Q, if G results 
from a graph which is isomorphic to Q, by a finite sequence of constructive 
splittings. 
For a classs K of structures let Th,(K), Th,,(K) respectively denote the 
monadic theory, weak monadic theory respectively. Using a slightly different but 
equivalent terminology in [59] the following result is proved. 
Theorem 4. Let K be a class of graphs such that for each natural number n 3 2 
there are graphs G, G’ such that 
(i) G E K, 
(ii) G’ is an induced subgraph of G, 
(iii) G’ is planar and of type Q,. 
Then Th,(K) and Th,,(K) are undecidable. 
The proof of Theorem 4 in [59] uses a coding of the domino or tiling problem 
(see e.g. [3, 28, 29, 761, where the dominos are coded by local, definable 
substructures of the grids which are induced substructures of the models of the 
regarded theory. 
Remark. Theorem 4 does not hold if (ii) is substituted by “(ii’) G’ is a subgraph 
of G”. This can be seen by regarding the following counterexample: Let K be the 
class all complete graphs K,,. Then Th,(K) is decidable and K fulfills the changed 
condition. 
The following result is now a more useful generalization of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 5. Let K be a class of graphs such that for each planar graph H there is a 
planar graph G E K such that H is isomorphic to a minor of G. Then Th,(K) and 
Th,,(K) are undecidable. 
The class of all complete graphs can also be used to prove that Theorem 5 does 
not hold if the second appearance of the word “planar” is deleted. 
But an easy variant of the proof gives the generalization, that instead of a 
“planar G E K” it is sufficient to regard a “planar induced subgraph G’ of a 
structure G E K such that H is isomorphic to a minor of G”‘. 
Proof of Theorem 5. By the assumption of the theorem there is a planar graph 
G E K which has a minor isomorphic to Q2n+I, i.e., there is a sequence 
(Hi: 0 6 i s 1) such that 
-H,, is a (planar) subgraph of G, 
-HI is isomorphic with Q2n+l, 
- H,+1 results from Hi by a contradiction of one of its edges ei (for all i: 0 6 i < 1). 
Moreover, assume that Ho is minimal, i.e., that no subgraph of H,, with less edges 
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can be contracted to Q2,+r. Claim at first that Ho is contractible to Q2n+l 
without any identification of edges, i.e., in the contraction step which leads 
from Hi to Hi+1 there do not arise any multiple edges for which a single 
representative has to be chosen. 
The proof of this claim proceeds by induction. Let t (with 0 s t s I) be given in 
such a way that in the contraction of Hi to H,+1 (for all i with 0 s i < t) multiple 
edges do not arise. If t = 1, the claim is proved. Assume that this is not the case, 
and show that the contraction of H, to H,,, has this property too. Let {a, b} be 
the edge in H, which is contracted to a vertex c of H,,,. Obviously the claim for 
t + 1 is equivalent to 
P&r) - 1+ P&4 - 1 = P&+,(C)> 
where ~~,(a) denotes the valency of a in H,. Clearly, 
P&) - 1+ P,(b) - I< f%,+,(c) 
is impossible by the definition of the contraction. Now assume 
I%,(4 - 1+ P&) - 1’ PIY,+I(c). 
Then there exists a vertex d in H, which is adjacent to a as well as to b in H, (see 
Fig. 5). Now by the choice of the edge {a, d} ({b, d}, respectively) corresponds 
in a natural way to an edge of H,, or to a connected subgraph of Ho, which was 
contracted to {a, d} ({b, d}, respectively). By omitting the edge {a, d} or all 
edges and vertices of this subgraph unequal to a or b, a graph HA is found which 
has less edges than Ho. Moreover, H,‘, is equal to H, or HA is contractible to H,. 
But this contradicts the minimality of H,,. Hence the claim is proved by induction. 
Now let i be given such that 0 s i <I, and assume that Hi+1 results from Hi by 
contraction of the edge {a, b} in Hi to the vertex c in Hi+1. pHi(u) = 1 or 
p,(b) = 1 is impossible, since this would contradict the minimality of Ho. To 
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But all vertices in Q2n+l have valency ~4. By this and the above claim, only the 
following cases are possible. It can be assumed p,,(a) < p,,(b), by symmetry. 
Case 1: ~~,(a) = 2, p,(b) = 2; 
Case 2: p,,(a) = 2, p&(b) = 3; 
Case 3: p,,(a) = 2, p,(b) = 4; 
Case 4: ~~,(a) = 3, p,(b) = 3. 
In all the four cases it is obvious that Hi can be generated by a splitting from a 
graph HI+, which is isomorphic to Hi+1. Hence, there is a sequence (GI: 0 C i S 
1) such that G&E Q2n+l, G; is a subgraph of G and for each i < 1, G:,, is 
generated from Gf by a splitting of a vertex from Cl. This proves that G has a 
subgraph G’ which is of type Q2,,+i. Assume that G’ is minimal with this 
property, i.e., every subgraph of G with less edges than G’ is not of type QZn+i. 
Let G” be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of G’, i.e., G”= G r V(G’). 
G” is planar, since G is planar. Let Pi, P2 and P3 be the following subsets of 
V(Qzn+d: 
P,:={(2i+l,j):OSi<n and l<j<2n}, 
P2:= {(j, 2i + 1): 0 <i<n and lcj<2n}, 
P3:={(2i+1,2j+1):O<i<n andO=zj<n}. 
By the above there is a sequence (GI: 0 c i s I) such that GA = Qzn+i, Gi = G’ 
and for each i <I: Gl+l is generated from G/ by a splitting of a vertex ui into 
vertices b, and ci. Let f be an isomorphism from Q2,+1 to GA and define 
&:= {f(e): e E &} for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Now assume that PI,i, P2,i and P3,i are already defined for an i with 0 < i < 1. 
Some cases have to be regarded: 
(1) Ui has vulency 4 in Gf . 
(1.1) bi has vulency 2 in Gi+l and Ci has vulency 4 in G,!,,. 
Let di be the vertex of Gi,, which is adjacent to b, and different from ci. Then 
define : 
p,,i+1 :=(p*,i\{uiI) u { c: c = cj if ui e PI,,} 
U (6: b = bi if di E P,,,}, 
p2,i+l :=@2JW u { c: c = cj if uj E P,,,} 
U {b: b = bi if di E P,,,}, 
p3,i+l :=(P3,i\{u,}) u {Cj}. 
(1.2) Ci has vulency 2 in Gi+, and bi has vulency 4 in G,!, 1. 
This case can be handled in the same way as (1. l), with bi and ci being 
interchanged only. 
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Fig. 6. 
(1.3) bi and c; have valency 3 in Gi,,. Then define: 
S.i+l :=(s,i\{4>) u { c: c = c; if u; E PI,i} 
U {b: b = b; if U; E PI,;}, 
p2,i+l := (P2,;\{U;}) U {C: (C = Ci or C = bi) if U; E Pz,;}, 
p3,i+l :=(P3,;\{U;}) U {b;}, 
Remark that the case shown in Fig. 6 cannot appear, since G’ and hence all 
regarded graphs Gf are planar. 
(2) a; has vulency 3 in G,!. 
(2.1) b; ha vulency 2 in Gi+l and c; has vulency 3 in G,!,,. 
Let d; be the vertex of GI,, which is adjacent to b; and different from ci. Then 
define: 
pl,i+l := (PI,;\ {a;}) U {C: (C = Ci if Ui E PI,;) 
or c = bi or d; E PI,;}, 
p2,i+l :=(P2,;\{U;})U {C: (CCC; if Ui E P2.1) 
or c = 6; if d; E Pz,;}, 
p3,i+l :=(P3,;W;H u { c: c = ci if ui E P3,;}. 
(2.2) bi has vulency 3 in GI,, and c; has vulency 2 in Gl,l. 
Then proceed as in (2.1), with b; and ci interchanged only. 
(3) ui has vulency 2 in Gi. 
Then b; and ci have also valency 2 in G],,. Define: 
PI,;,, := (P,,;\{u,}) U {c: (c = ci or c = bi) if a, ~5 P,,,}, 
p2,i+l := (P2,;\{Ui}) U {C: (C =C; or C = b;) if U; E P2,;}, 
P,,i+l := p3,i. 
Now set 
P; : = PI,,, Pi:= Pz,,, Pi:= P3,,. 
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Then define formulas ~(x, Z) and ly(z, y, X, Y, Z) as follows. 
A 3~ 3~ “there is a path connecting x with u 
which only contains vertices from X rl Y” 
A (“there is a path connecting u with u 
which contains vertices from X \ Y 
with the exception of u and v only” 
v “there is a path connecting u with v 
which contains vertices from X \X 
with the exception of u and v only”) 
A “there is a path connecting u with y 
which only contains vertices from X tl Y”. 
The parts in quotation marks are obviously expressible by: 
(3X1 x E X1 A u E X1 A “the graph induced by X1 is connected” 
A~XIXIEX1~XIEXIAXIEY) 
A ((3X, u E X1 A v E X1 A “the graph induced by X1 is connected” 
AvX,(X~#UAX~#~AX,EX~)--,XIEXAX1~Y) 
v (3X1 u E X1 A Y E X1 A “the graph induced by X1 is connected” 
AvXl(X,#uAX,#vAX,EX1)--,X,EYAXl$X)) 
A (3X1 v E X, A y E X1 A “the graph induced by X1 is connected” 
AvXIXIEX1’XIEXhXIEY). 
It is an obvious fact that the part in quotation marks, i.e., the connectedness of a 
graph, can be expressed in monadic second-order logic and in weak monadic 
second-order logic. 
Claim 1. For each i with 0 c i s I it holds that Q, is isomorphic to the following 
structure : 
({a: a E V(G,!) and G,! k cp[a, P3,i]}p 
{(a, 6): a E V(Gi) and b E V(Gi k q[a, b, PI,;, Pz,ip P3,i]}). 
To prove this claim start with i = 0. By the above there is an isomorphism f 
from Q2n+l to GA. Pl.o, P2,0, P3,0 are the images of PI, P2, P3 respectively under& 
Hence {a: a E V(Gk) and GI, ‘F q,[a, P,,,]} is just P3,0. In case n = 3 the situation is 
illustrated in Fig. 7, where edges connecting vertices of PI,,,, P,,, are drawn as 
stitched, dotted line respectively and the vertices of P3,0 are drawn heavier than 
the others. 
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Fig. I. 
It is now not difficult to see that {(a, b): a E V(Gh) and b E V(GA) and 
GI, k I/+, b, PI,o, Pz,o, P,,,]} is just the set 
C:={(f((2i+1,2j+1)),f((2i+3,2j+1))):O~i<n-2,O~j<n-1} 
U ((f((2i + 3, 2j + l)), f((2i + 1, 2j + 1))): 0 S i < IZ - 2, 0 S j < n - l} 
U ((f((2i + 1, 2j + l)), f((2i + 1, 2j + 3))): 0 S i < n - 1, 0 S j < it - 2) 
U ((f((2i + 1, 2j + 3)), f((2i + 1, 2j + 1))): 0 S i < n - 1, 0 S j < II - 2). 
To see this assume that (a, b) is in the first set. Hence a and b are in P3,0 and 
a # b. Moreover, there are vertices U, r~ and there are sets of vertices AI, AZ, A3 
characterizing corresponding paths connecting a with U, u with TV and v with b 
respectively. Here A, and A3 are subsets of P1,0 n P2,0 and AZ is either contained 
in P,,,\P,,, or in P,,,\P,,,. But G/,/P,,, and G/,/P,,, have each n components, each 
of which is a path. Each of these components intersects each other one in exactly 
one vertex, which is an element of P3,0. Hence AI and A3 contain exactly one 
vertex, AI = {u} = {a} and A3 = {v} = {b}. But then a and b are connected by a 
path whose inner vertices are either in P,,,\P,,, or P2,0\PI,o. But looking to the 
structure of Gh and the definition of PI,o, P,,, and P3,0 one sees easily that this is 
only possible if (a, b) E C. For the other direction assume that (a, b) E C. Assume 
first that a =f((2i + 1, 2j + 1)) and b =f((2i + 3, 2j + 1)). Then obviously u := a, 
u := b, AI:= {a}, A*:= {u,f((2i + 2, 2j + l)), b} and A3 = {b} witness that 
V[a, b, PI,,,, p2,07 P4 holds in G& The other cases can be handled in a similar 
way. 
Hence the wished isomorphism go is given by 
go((i, j) : =f((2i + 1, 2j + 1)) for all 0 S i < n, 0 S j < n. 
Hence let us assume that Claim 1 holds for i < 1 with a corresponding 
isomorphism gi. Moreover, one can assume the following technical conditions. It 
holds that G:/PI,i and G,f/P,,i have each n components, each of which is a path 
and that each of these components intersects each other one in a path, exactly 
one vertex of which is an element of P3,i. These conditions hold in the case i = 0 
by the above. To verify the claim in case i + 1 one proves first the above technical 
conditions for i + 1. But this follows easily from the technical conditions for i and 
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the above construction of G]+l, PI,i+I, P2,i+l and P3,i+I and can be left to the 
reader. Essential here is that Gi,, results from Cl by changing the structure of 
the graph only at one place, the immediate neighbourhood of q, as defined in 
(l.l), (1.2), (1.3), (2.1), (2.2) and (3). Hence also the corresponding isomorph- 
ism gj changes only ‘at one place’ locally to gi+,. Assume that a is that vertex of 
Q, with g,(a) = a,. Then for all b #a from V(Q,) it holds g,+r(b) =g,(b). 
Corresponding to the applying cases, gi+l(a) is defined to be 
ci if (1.1) applies, 
bi if (1.2) applies, 
bi if (1.3) applies, 
ci if (2.1) applies, 
b, if (2.2) applies and 
ui if (3) applies. 
Now it is not difficult to verify that gi+l is a corresponding isomorphism. The 
details can be left to the reader. As an illustration of the meaning of the formula 
one should use Fig. 8, where the same notation is used as in Fig. 7. 
(4) Qn is isomorphic to the structure G+, which is defined as follows: 
({a: a E V(G”) and G”k q[u, PJ]}, 
{(a, b): a E V(G”) and b E V(G”) and G”k $~[a, 6, Pi, PS, Pi]}). 
Key step in the proof of (4) is the following claim. 
. . . * . . . . . . . ix 
Ii 
u J . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . 
. . . iY 
Fig. 8. 
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Claim 2. For all a, b E V(G)” it holds that 
G”t= v[a, b, Pi, Pi, Pi] is equivalent to G; k q[a, b, Pi, Pi, Pi]. 
To prove this claim some technical results are needed, which will be given first. 
First observe that the definition of IJJ and Claim 1 imply that there is a subgraph 
G”’ of G+ with Q, =G”’ and V(G”‘) = V(G+). Let f: V(Qn)+V(G”‘) be a 
corresponding isomorphism. 
Assume that Qzn+r is embedded in the Euclidean plane in a canonical way (as 
indicated for n = 3 in Fig. 3), i.e., such that the cycle (O,O), (0, l), 
(0,2), . * . , (0,2n), (1,2n), (2,2n), . . . , (2n, zn), (2n, 2% - 11, . . . , (2n, O), 
(2n - 1, 0), . . . , (2, 0), (1, 0), (0, 0) (in the following denoted as outer-cycle) 
forms the boundary of the outer (or infinite) face. Moreover, such an embedding 
has the following properties. 
(5) There is a cycle S (take (1, l), (1,2), (1,3), . . . , (1,2n - l), (2,2n - l), 
. . . , (2n - 1, 2n - l), (2n - 1, 2n - 2), . . . , (2n - 1, l), (2n - 2, l), . . . , 
(3, I), (2, 1)) (1, 1)) such that S separates Q2n+l into two connected 
subgraphs, one containing the outer-cycle and the other containing (among 
others) every vertex of (PI U P2 U P,), which is not in S. In the following, S is 
denoted as separationcycle. The connected components of Qzn+r 1 PI, 
Q 2n+l 1 P2, respectively, are paths connecting a pair of vertices of S or are a 
subgraph of S. Moreover, for each such a component Ed with endvertices a,, 
b, there is a path 6(a,), 6(b,), respectively, whose endvertex which is 
different from a,, b,, respectively, is in the outer-cycle and which has not 
other vertices in the outer-cycle. Furthermore, 6(a,) and 6(b,) do not 
contain any vertices in PI U P2 with the exception of a,, b,, respectively. 
These paths can be chosen in such a way‘that 
(6) {(W,), G W,)): Ed is a component of Q2n+l r Pd, 
{(6(a,), JT, 6(b,)): JC is a component of Q2,+r 1 P,}, 
are families of pair-wise disjoint paths. Moreover, for each two of such paths 
for Q2n+l r PI, Q2n+l r P2, respectively, there is a path y in 
Q 2n+l r V(Q2n+l)\Pl), Qz~+~ 1 (V(Q2n+l)W, respectively, connecting two 
vertices from the outer-cycle and separating Q2,+1 and Qti+r r (PI U P,) into 
two (connected) components such that each of these components contains 
another path of the given pair. Furthermore, the intersection of y with the 
separating cycle S consists of two components, i.e., Q,,, r {a: a is a 
common vertex of y and of S} contains two components exactly. 
Both the properties immediately follow from the definition of Z’r and P2. 
Moreover, the following holds: 
(7) Each connected component of Qh+, r (PI n P2) contains one element from P3 
exactly. Moreover, for each component C of Q2,,+r 1 (PI rl P,) there is a 
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component of Qzn+r r PI with set of vertices A 
Q 2n+l 1 P2 with set of vertices B such that C = Qzn+r 
But it also holds that: 
and a component 
1 (A n B). 
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(8) Gi has an embedding into the Euclidean plane such that the boundary of the 
infinite face forms a cycle in the graph, denoted as outer-cycle. Moreover, the 
properties (5), (6) and (7) hold if Qzn+r, PI, P2, P3 are substituted by G,!, 
P~,i, Pz,~, P3,i, respectively. 
For i = 0 this is trivial. For i = 0 the situation in properties (5) and (6) is 
illustrated in Fig. 9, where the dotted lines mark the outer-cycle and the stitched 
lines mark the cycle S. To verify (7) one has to regard only Fig. 7. Property (8) 
can then be proved by induction on i following the definition of G], P~,i, Pz,i and 
p3,i. GI+r, Pr,i+l, P2,i+l and P3,i+l result from GI, Pl,i, Pz,i and P3,i, respectively 
by a local change of the immediate neighbourhood of Ui. But this change, as 
defined in (l.l), (1.2), (1.3), (2.1), (2.2) and (3), g ives immediately the necessary 
local change of S, of the embedding and the paths &(a,), 6(b,) and the 
corresponding paths y as in (5), (6) and (7) to define the corresponding objects 
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for Gf,,. The essential point in the easy case-analysis is that Gi r Pl,i and G] 1 & 
form two graphs which have only paths as components, each component 
intersects each component of the other graph in a path, exactly one vertex of 
which is in pj,i. These components can be numbered and ordered in such a way 
that the numbering of the components of one of these graphs corresponds with the 
ordering generated by the ordering of the intersections, i.e., the component with 
number j (OS j < n) in GI r P1,i, G;,, intersects each component of GI r P2,i, 
Gi 1 Pl,i, respectively at the j-th place. Moreover there is an embedding of Gi 
such that between two consecutive components lies a subpath of Gi r (V(GI\ 
(Pl,i U P,,,))). The details of the analysis of the cases following the definition 
in (l.l), (1.2), (1.3), (2.1) and (3) are easy and can be left to the reader. 
Let i E (1, 2) and let vertices c, d of G; be given. Assume that c and d are in 
two different components (denoted as nC, JG~, respectively) of Gi 1 Pi,,. Let a,, a2 
and br, bZ, respectively, be the endvertices of nC, JG~, respectively. Then (by 
using property (6) for GI) there are paths ~?(a,), 6(a,), 6(b,), 6(b,) and y of G; 
such that they have all the properties indicated in (6). Especially y separates the 
path (6(a,), n,, a(~,)) from the path (6(b,), xd, 6(b,)) in G;. Then the following 
can be proved. 
Claim 3. Every path of G” which connects c with d and only contains vertices of 
P,, , U Pz,, contains a vertex of y. 
By using a canonical embedding for G; (as indicated in (8) above) the situation 
can be illustrated as in Fig. 10. 
At first observe that the separating cycle S for G; contains a,, u2, bl and b2, 
which follows from property (6) for G;. Let y be, as in property (6) for Gi, a 
path which separates the path (6(u,), &, ~?(a,)) from the path (6(b,), n,(b,)) in 
G;. Its endvertices are denoted by ci and c4. They are lying on the outer-cycle. 
Fig. 10. 
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Let A be the set {a: a is a common vertex of S and of r}. Property (6) for Gi 
implies that G; r A consists of the components A’ and A”. If both the 
components A’ and A” only contain one vertex c2, cg, respectively, then proceed 
as follows. 
Assume at first that every vertex of JG, and every vertex of n, is in the 
separating cycle S. Let B’ and B” be the components into which GI is defined by 
y. Then the existence of a path in G” from c to d, which only uses vertices of 
Pi U Pi implies the existence of vertices b’ E B’ and b” E B” which are adjacent in 
G”. If b and b” are in S, then there are only three cases essentially for the 
position of b’ and b”, which are shown in Figs. lla, 12a and 13a. 
But all these cases are impossible, since in all cases the graph G” would not be 
planar by the theorem of Kuratowski (see e.g. [27]). An embedding of K,,, 
(shown in Fig. 14) is indicated for each in part b of the corresponding figures. 
The cases that b’ or b” are not in S can be handled in the following way. Let 
n(b’), n(b”) be the shortest path in B’, B”, respectively, from b’, b”, 
respectively, to S. The endvertices of n(b’), n(b”) which are different from b’, 
b”, respectively (in case that the corresponding path has length al), are denoted 
as d’, d”, respectively. Then proceed in a similar way as above with d’, d” instead 
of b’, b”, respectively. 
If there is a vertex of q or of Jdd which is not in the separating cycle S, then 
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Fig. 12. 
4 1 
A T n 
Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 14. 
So assume, e.g., that n= contains vertices not in S; then one can contract every 
edge of n, in G” till only one edge, which connects then both endvertices of JQ, 
remains. Denote this edge as the new jcc in the resulting graph. In the same way 
one can change nd if necessary. Hence on gets a graph which has all the 
properties which were sufficient in the above argument to show its nonplanarity. 
But this graph is a minor of G” and hence planar, which gives the wished 
contradiction in this case. The cases, where A’ or A” contain more that one 
vertex, can be handled in a similar way. One contracts every edge between 
different vertices of one of these sets A’ or A”. The resulting graph can be 
handled as above, which gives a contradiction since edge-contraction leads from 
planar graphs to planar graphs. This proves the Claim 3. 
Now we are ready to prove Claim 2. The direction from the right-hand side to 
the left-hand one is trivial by the definition of G”. To prove the other direction 
assume that a, b E V(G”) with GI klrj~[a, b, Pi, Pi, Pj] are given. By the above it 
is known that Gi 1 Pi and Gi 1 Pi consist of components which are paths. Let 
Pi(a), Pi(a), Pi(b), P;(b) be the corresponding components which contain a, b, 
respectively. Some cases have to be regarded. 
Case 1: There is a component JL of G; 1 Pi such that P;(a) and Pi(b) are 
separated in G; by the path (&(a,), ;rd, 6(b,)). 
By property (6), for G; there are paths yl, y2 which separate P;(a) from 
WQ Ed, WA) and (WA n, 6(b,)) from P;(b), respectively, and no vertices 
of the paths y1 and y2 are in Pi. Let (di: 1 S <t)beapathinG”l(P;UP;U i 
Pi), from a to b. Hence d, E Pi and d, E PI, since d, = a and d, = b. Moreover, 
there are iO, il, i2 with 1 < iO < il < i2 < t such that d;, is a vertex of yl, di, is a 
vertex of rr and di, is a vertex of y2. This follows by the above given separation 
properties of the corresponding paths. But this implies that di, 4 Pi, di, E Pi and 
di, $ PI. 
This holds for every path 6 from a to b in G”. Hence, by the definition of the 
formula r&(x, y, Xi, X2, X,) it follows that q[a, b, PI, Pi, PA] cannot be true in 
G”. For an illustration see Fig. 15. 
Case 2: There is a component n of G; 1 Pi such that P;(a) and P;(b) are 
separated in G; by a path (&(a,), Ed, 6(b,)). 
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Fig. 15. 
This case can be handled in the same way as Case 1, only Pi is to be substituted 
by P;. 
Case 3: P;(a) # P;(b) and P;(a) # Pi(b) hold, und neither Case 1 nor Case 2 
hold. 
Let yl, y2 be paths (which exist by property (6)) of G; r (V(Gi)\P;), 
GI r (V(G;)\P& respectively, which separate P;(u) from P;(b) and P;(u) from 
P;(b), respectively. See Fig. 16 for an illustration. 
Let 6 be a path from a to b in G; and let dl, d2 be vertices of 6 which are in 
yi, y2, respectively. They exist, since y1 and y2 have the above separation 
property. Hence, dl $ Pi and d2 $ P; by the definition of y1 and y2. By the 
definition of I#@, y, X, Y, Z), ~[a, b, Pi, Pi, Pi] cannot be true in G”, since this 
holds for each such a path. 
Case 4: P;(u) = P;(b), but P;(u) # P;(b), and Case 2 is not fulfilled. 
If a and b are elements of Pi, then it can easily be verified by using property 
(7) for G;, that G; k q[u, 6, Pi, Pi, PA] holds, which contradicts the above 
assumption Gi klqV[u, b, Pi, Pi, Pi]. But if a or b are not in Pi, then the 
definition of the formula q(n, y, Z, Y, Z), G” k ~$[a, b, Pi, Pi, Pi] cannot be 
true. 
Pi (al Pi Ib) 
Fig. 16. 
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Case 5: P;(a) = Pi(b), but P;(a) # P;(b), and Case 1 i.s not ful’lled. 
This case can be handled in the same way as the preceding one, by 
interchanging Pi with Pa only. 
Case 6: Pi(u) = Pi(b) and P;(u) = Pi(b). 
Assume that A is the set of all vertices of Z’;(u) and B is the set of all vertices 
of P&(u). Then, obviously a and b are elements of A rl B. But Gi r (A rl B) is a 
component of Gi r (PI fl Pi), by (7). By using (7) again it follows that 
Gj r (A n B) contains one element of Pi exactly. But to fulfill $~[a, b, Pi, Pi, Pj] 
in G”, a and b have to be elements of Pi and to be different from each other. 
Hence, G”bit+!~[u, b, PI, Pi, Pi]. The regarded cases are all possible cases, which 
proves Claim 3. 
Now let K’ be the following class of structures: 
{(A, R’): there is a graph G E K and there are subsets B,, B2 and B3 of V(G) 
such that A = {a: a E V(G) and G 1 ~[a, B3]} and R’ = {(a, b): a E 
V(G) and b E V(G) and G k ~[a, b, B,, B2, BJ}}. 
Obviously Th,(K’) is interpretable in Th,(K). But by Claim 2 and Claim 1, it 
holds that for each natural number n 2 1 there is a graph G E K’ which is 
isomorphic to Q,. Via interpretability (see [36]), by Theorem 4, this implies the 
undecidability of Thz( K). 
To prove the undecidability of Th,,(K) the same proof can be used. The only 
exception is that formulas ~(x, Z) and I&, y, X, Y, Z) have to be expressed in 
weak monadic second-order logic, which is obviously possible. 
This ends the proof of Theorem 5 and closes this section. 
3. Decidable monadic theories and tree-width 
One of the landmarks in decidability theory is Rabin’s [38] result that the 
monadic theory S2S of two successor functions is decidable. An alternative and 
transparent proof of this result, based on ideas of Btichi [6] can be found in [19]. 
The theory S2S is up to interpretability equivalent with the monadic theory of all 
countable trees. Moreover by a very powerful result of Shelah and Stupp [66,69] 
the following result holds: 
Theorem 6 (Shelah [66], LeTourneau [74]). The monadic theory of the cluss of 
all trees is decidable. 
The decidability of the weak monadic theory of the class of all trees follows 
already from Rabin’s [38] result on S2S. All attempts to find other decidable 
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monadic theories of graphs resulted in theories whose models are very similar to 
trees (see e.g. [32,57,59]). This led in [59] to the conjecture: 
A class K of planar graphs for which the premise of Theorem 4 does not hold 
only contains structures which are ‘similar to trees’; more exactly Th,(K) is 
interpretable in Th,(T), for a certain class T of trees. 
A first success in proving this conjecture was made in [59], where it was shown 
that all planar graphs G with omax(G) s 3 are constructible by very simple 
operations if these graphs do not have an induced subgraph which is planar and of 
type Qi. Before this conjecture can be proved the following result is useful. 
Fact 2. For each natural number m let W, be the class of all graphs whose 
tree-width is cm. The (weak) monadic theory of W,,, is interpretable in the sense of 
[36] in the (weak) monadic theory of the class of all trees. Hence both theories are 
decidable. 
To find the wished interpretation one simply has to code the tree- 
decomposition of the graphs into trees using standard and folklore ideas of 
interpretability. The interpretation can in fact be done faithfully. The proof is left 
to the reader. A similar result is proved in details for a slightly extended notion of 
interpretability in [l] (see Theorem 4.5). 
Theorem 7. Zf K is a class of planar graphs such that Th,(K) or Th,,(K) are 
decidable. Then there is an n such that each G E K has tree-width Cn. 
Corollary. Zf K is a class of planar graphs such that Th,(K) or Th,,(K) are 
decidable, then there is a class T of trees such that Th,(K) is interpretable in 
TMT). 
The corollary immediately follows via Fact 2 from Theorem 7. 
Proof of Theorem 7. By Theorem 5 there is a graph H such that each graph of K 
has no minor isomorphic to H. Let nH be as in Theorem 1. Then by Theorem 1 
each G E K has tree-width GnH; this proves the theorem. 
The above results indicate that the monadic theory of all trees is and will be 
unrivalled with respect to the question of decidability for classes of planar graphs. 
Remark. In the present article graphs are structures (A, R) with a binary 
irreflexive and symmetric relation R. Hence one can only quantify over vertices 
or sets of vertices. For some questions the following formalization is more 
suitable. Let an extended graph be a structure (A, Pv, PE, R,), where A is the 
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domain, containing the vertices as well as the edges of the graph, Pv, PE are 
unary predicates selecting the vertices, edges respectively and Rr is the incidence- 
relation. Using this stronger formalization Theorem 7 and its corollary can be 
generalized for arbitrary classes of extended graphs, not only planar ones. 
Obviously one has to choose here a monadic second-order language which 
corresponds to the new signature for extended graphs. 
Theorem 8. If K is an arbitrary class of extended graphs such that Th,(K) or 
Th,,(K) are decidable, then there is an n such that each G E K has tree-width Cn. 
Corollary. Zf K is a class of extended graphs such that Th,(K) or Th,,(K) are 
decidable, then there is a class T of trees such that Th,(K) i.s interpretable in 
TUT). 
First it is easy to observe that Fact 2 holds also for extended graphs (compare 
[l]). Using this one gets the Corollary from Theorem 8. 
Theorem 9. Let K be a class of extended graphs such that for each planar graphs 
H there is an extended graph G E K such that H is isomorphic to a minor of G. 
Then Th,(K) and Th,,(K) are undecidable. 
This result is an easy consequence of Theorem 4. For this let K’ be the class of 
all minors of extended graphs from K. Th,(K’) and Th,,(K’) are undecidable by 
Theorem 4. But since the notion of minor taking is definable for extended graphs 
in (weak) monadic second-order logic Th,(K’), Th,,(K’) are faithfully inter- 
pretable in Th,(K), Th,(K) respectively. The notion of minor taking can be 
formalized in the (weak) monadic second-order logic of extended graphs since 
subgraphs can be coded just by subsets (containing vertices as well as edges). 
4. Concluding remarks and problems 
Till now the following problem seems to be open. 
Problem 1. If K is an arbitrary class of graphs whose (weak) monadic theory is 
decidable, then there is a class T of trees such that the (weak) monadic theory of 
K is interpretable in the (weak) monadic theory of T. 
For an affirmative answer, which would generalize the corollary of Theorem 7 
it seems to be necessary to find a useful generalization of Theorem 5. 
A next step to follow the philosophy of the Introduction would be to try an 
answer of Problem 1 for partially ordered sets. 
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Problem 2. If K is a class of countable partially ordered sets whose (weak) 
monadic theory is decidable, then there is a class T of trees such that Th,(K), 
Th,.,,(K) is interpretable in Th,( T), Th& T) respectively. 
A good beginning to settle this problem could be the results of Schmerl from 
[53,54,55]. For this reason it would be interesting to find a useful extension of 
the structure theory of Robertson and Seymour from graphs to partially ordered 
sets. Robertson and Seymour [42,44] results concerning the tree-width of graphs 
illustrate in a certain sense the special role which trees play in a structure theory 
of graphs based on graph minors. 
Problem 3. It is possible to transfer the notion of minors from graphs to partially 
ordered sets and to find a useful generalization of the notion of tree-width, such 
that e.g. pseudo-trees or well-founded trees (see [32]) play a similar role for 
posets as trees for graphs? 
The result from [7,15,17,20,23,24] suggest, that Problem 2 makes no sense if 
monadic theories of classes of uncountable posets are regarded. But what 
happens in this case if one demands that T has to be a class of well-founded trees 
which has a decidable monadic theory? 
It is very interesting to remark that the philosophy behind this article proved to 
be very useful also in the research concerning the complexity of algorithmic 
problems (see [l, 52,621). 
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